We give a new definition of a p-adic L-function for a mixed signature character of a real quadratic field and for a nontrivial ray class character of an imaginary quadratic field. We then state a p-adic Stark conjecture for this p-adic L-function. We prove our conjecture in the case when p is split in the imaginary quadratic field by relating our construction to Katz's p-adic L-function. We also provide numerical evidence for our conjecture in three examples.
Introduction
Let F be a number field and let χ : G F −→ C × be a continuous one dimensional representation of the absolute Galois group of F . Let K be the fixed field of the kernel of χ. For the rest of this article, let p be an odd prime number, let Q be an algebraic closure of Q, and fix embeddings ι ∞ : Q ֒→ C and ι p : Q ֒→ C p . Via the Artin map, to χ we may associate the complex Hecke L-function, L(χ, s), defined by the series L(χ, s) = a⊂O F χ(a) N a s for Re(s) > 1. The function L(χ, s) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. In the late 1970s, in a series of papers, Stark made precise conjectures concerning the leading term of the Taylor series expansion at s = 0 of L(χ, s) ( [28] , [29] , [31] ). Stark's conjectures relate the leading term of L(χ, s) at s = 0 to the determinant of a matrix of linear combinations of logarithms of units in K. His conjectures refine Dirichlet's class number formula. Stark proved his conjectures when the field F is equal to Q or to an imaginary quadratic field. In general the conjectures are open.
Around the same time that Stark made his conjectures, p-adic L-functions were constructed interpolating the critical values of complex Hecke L-functions for general number fields. This vastly generalized Kubota and Leopoldt's work on the p-adic Riemann zeta function. When F is a totally real field and χ : G F → C × is a totally even character, Cassou-Nogues ( [5] ), and then Deligne and Ribet ( [10] ) defined a p-adic meromorphic function L p (χ, s) : Z p −→ C p determined by the following interpolation property: for all n ∈ Z ≤0 ,
where ω is the Teichmüller character. Siegel and Klingen ( [26] ) showed that the values L(χω n−1 , n) lie in the field obtained by adjoining the values of χω n−1 to Q. The equality (1) takes place in Q. Now let F be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield E. A prime p is called ordinary for F if every prime above p in E splits in F . For such primes p, Katz ([18] , [19] ) defined a p-adic Lfunction associated to any ray class character χ : G F → C × . Katz's p-adic L-function interpolates the values of complex L-functions of algebraic Hecke characters with nonzero infinity type. To specify the interpolation property we specialize to the case that F is imaginary quadratic. Let p be a rational prime that is split in F . Let λ be a Hecke character of infinity type (1, 0). Then Katz constructed a p-adic meromorphic function L p (χ, t, s) : Z p × Z p −→ C p determined by the following interpolation property: for all k, j ∈ Z such that 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, L p (χ, k, j)
Here E p (χ, k, j) is an explicit complex number and Ω p ∈ C × p , Ω ∞ ∈ C × are p-adic and complex periods that make both sides of (2) algebraic.
In these two cases, F totally real and F imaginary quadratic with p split, p-adic Stark conjectures have been made for L p (χ, s) and L p (χ, t, s), and some progress has been made on these conjectures. When F is totally real and χ is totally odd Gross ([17] ) stated a conjecture for the order of vanishing of L p (χω, s) at s = 0 and the leading term of the Taylor series of L p (χω, s) at s = 0. Progress has been made on the order of vanishing, and recently the formula for the leading term was proved in [8] building off of earlier work in [7] . When F is totally real and χ is totally even there is a conjecture for the value L p (χ, 1) known as the Serre-Solomon-Stark conjecture ( [27] , [32] ). This conjecture is open except in the cases when F = Q, when the formula is due to Leopoldt, and when χ is trivial, where Colmez has proven a p-adic class number formula ( [6] ). When F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F , Katz stated and proved a p-adic Stark conjecture for the value L p (χ, 1, j) known as Katz's p-adic Kronecker's 2nd limit formula ( [18] and see section 5.1 of loc. cit.).
One of the original motivations for Stark's conjectures is that when the order of vanishing of L(χ, s) at s = 0 is exactly one, then the conjectures shed light on Hilbert's 12th problem about explicit class field theory. More precisely, when the order vanishing is exactly one then Stark's conjectures predict the existence of a unit u ∈ O × K such that the relation L ′ (ψ, 0) = − 1 e σ∈Gal(K/F ) ψ(σ) log |σ(u)|
holds for all characters of the Galois group Gal(K/F ) and such that K(u 1/e ) is an abelian extension of F . Here e is the number of roots of unity in K and the absolute value is a particular absolute value on K. When F is real quadratic, ord s=0 (L(χ, s)) = 1 if and only if χ is mixed signature. In this case, we choose the absolute value on K to correspond to one of the real places of K. Then by varying ψ and exponentiating (3) one can solve for the unit u from the L-values L ′ (ψ, 0). In this way, Stark's conjectures give a way to construct units in abelian extensions of F . In section 2, we review the rank one abelian Stark conjecture when F is a quadratic field. The goal of this article is to define a p-adic L-function and state a p-adic Stark conjecture in the setting when F is a quadratic field and ord s=0 (L(χ, s)) = 1 (the rank one setting). This is the case when χ is any nontrivial character if F is imaginary quadratic, and when χ is a mixed signature character when F is real quadratic. When F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F our p-adic L-function is related to Katz's. In the cases when F is imaginary quadratic and p is inert, as well as when F is real quadratic and χ is mixed signature, our p-adic L-function is new. One of the main issues with defining the p-adic L-function for χ when F is quadratic and ord s=0 (L(χ, s)) = 1 is that the complex L-function L(χ, s) has no critical values. Therefore the p-adic L-function of χ will not interpolate any of the special values of L(χ, s). In order to define the p-adic L-function in lieu of the fact that L(χ, s) has no critical values we p-adically deform χ into a family of p-adic representations where complex L-functions in the family do have critical values to interpolate.
We now explain in more detail our definition, conjectures, and results. Let
is the q-expansion of a weight one modular form and ρ is the representation associated to f . The modular form f has character ε = det ρ and level N = |d F |N F/Q m where d F is the discriminant of F and m is the conductor of χ. Let
be the Hecke polynomial of f at p. Then α and β are roots of unity, so f has two (possibly equal) ordinary p-stabilizations. Let f α (z) = f (z)−βf (pz) be a p-stabilization of f . Under the assumption that α = β, Bellaïche and Dmitrov ( [2] ) have shown that the eigencurve is smooth at the point corresponding to f α . We will use Bellaïche and Dmitrov's result, so we assume α = β and let V be a neighborhood of f α on the eigencurve such that the weight map isétale at all points of V except perhaps f α . Let W be weight space. Using the constructions of [1] there exists a two-variable p-adic rigid analytic function
such that for all classical points y ∈ V , all finite order characters ψ ∈ W(C p ), and all integers j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 where k is the weight of y,
Here g y is the modular form corresponding to the point y ∈ V , L(g y , ψω j−1 , j) is the complex L-function of the modular form g y twisted by the Dirichlet character ψω j−1 , E p (f α , y, ψ, j) is an explicit complex number, and Ω ± ∞,y , Ω ± p,y are p-adic and complex periods respectively that make both sides of the equality algebraic. In section 3, we give the background needed in order to define
Conceptually, it makes sense to define the p-adic L-function of χ as
where x ∈ V is the point corresponding to f α . The problem with this definition is that while the function L p (f α , z, σ) is determined by the above interpolation property, the triple of the function L p (f α , z, σ), the p-adic periods Ω ± p,y , and the complex periods Ω ± ∞,y is not canonically defined. The choice of the function L p (f α , z, σ) may be changed by a p-adic analytic functions on V for which we would obtain a new function with new p-adic and complex periods satisfying the same interpolation formula. We would like to state a p-adic Stark conjecture for the function L p (χ, α, s), but because the function is not canonically defined it does not make sense to specify its value at any point with a precise conjecture.
To define a function that does not depend on any choices, we fix two finite order Dirichlet characters η, ψ ∈ W(C p ) and define the p-adic L-function of χ with the auxiliary characters η and ψ as
The function L p (χ, α, ψω, ηω, s) does not depend on the choices made to define L p (f α , x, σ). In section 4, we make the following conjecture for L p (χ, α, ψω, ηω, s).
Conjecture 1.1. Let η, ψ ∈ W(C p ) be of orders p m and p n respectively. Let M m and M n be the fixed fields of the kernels of the representations ρ ⊗ η and ρ ⊗ ψ respectively. Let k m and k n be the fields obtained by adjoining the values of χ, α, and ζ p m+1 and ζ p n+1 respectively to Q. Then there exists units
where τ (ψ −1 ) and τ (η −1 ) are the Gauss sums associated to ψ −1 and η −1 respectively.
In section 5, we prove our conjecture when F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F by comparing L p (χ, α, ψω, ηω, s) to Katz's p-adic L-function (theorem 5.13). We also show in section 5 that in this case, it is possible to choose the periods in (4) in such a way as to make L p (χ, α, s) canonically defined. It is a goal of future research to explore whether or not this is possible in the other cases.
At the outset of this project, we believed that the units u * χη,α , u * χψ,α would be related to the units appearing in (3) for the characters χη and χψ (see [13] for the precise relation we expected). This is the case when F is imaginary quadratic and p is split (see section 5.7). In the other cases it is not clear what the precise relation is or if there is a relation. In section 6, we give evidence for our conjecture exploring the relation between u * χη,α and u * χψ,α and the units that would appear in (3).
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The rank one abelian Stark conjecture for quadratic fields
In this section we state the rank one abelian Stark conjecture for quadratic fields, and introduce notation that will be used in later sections. Let F be a quadratic extension of Q and let K be a nontrivial finite abelian extension of F . If F is real quadratic assume that one infinite place of F stays real in K and the other becomes complex.
Let S be a finite set of places of F that contains the infinite places and the places that ramify in K. Assume that |S| ≥ 2. Let S K denote the places of K above those in S. Let v denote an infinite place of K such that v(K) ⊂ R if F is real quadratic. We also let v denote the infinite place of F that is v| F , so v ∈ S. Let U v,S denote the subgroup of K × defined by
Let e denote the number of roots of unity in K. Let L S (χ, s) be the complex L-function associated to χ with the Euler factors at the primes in S removed. [31] at s = 0) There exists u ∈ U v,S such that for all characters χ of
Conjecture 2.1. (Stark
Remark 2.2.
1. Stark conjectured the additional conclusion that K(u 1/e ) is an abelian extension of F . For our purposes we will not be considering this part of the conjecture. 2. Stark proved the above conjecture when F is imaginary quadratic ( [31] ). The conjecture is open when F is real quadratic. 3. If |S| ≥ 3, then the element u ∈ U v,S has its absolute value specified at every infinite place of K, so u if it exists is determined up to multiplication by a root of unity. 4. In the real quadratic case, we can always take S to be the infinite places of F union the places of F that ramify in K. In this case, the conjectural u ∈ U v,S is an actual unit in O K . Similarly in the imaginary quadratic case if at least two primes of F ramify in K and we take S to be the infinite place of F union the places of F that ramify in K, then the Stark unit u ∈ U v,S is a unit in K.
Definition 2.3. Let K/F , S and v be as above. An element in U v,S satisfying the above conjecture is called a Stark unit for K/F and is denoted u K . If |S| ≥ 3, then u K is determined up to multiplication by a root of unity. When F is imaginary quadratic the units u K will be specified in section 2.1. Now fix a character χ of Gal(K/F ). We state the rank one abelian Stark conjecture for the one L-function L S (χ, s).
We keep the setting and notation as above for K/F , S, and v. Let χ be a character of Gal(K/F ) such that ord s=0 (L S (χ, s)) = 1, and let k be the field obtained by adjoining the values of χ to Q.
Remark 2.5. 1. As will conjecture 2.1, conjecture 2.4 is open when F is real quadratic and χ is mixed signature. 2. Since we are assuming ord s=0 (L S (χ, s)) = 1, the k-dimension of (k ⊗ Z U v,S ) χ −1 is one. 3. Conjecture 2.1 implies Conjecture 2.4 by taking
where u ∈ U v,S is the unit satisfying Conjecture 2.1.
The imaginary quadratic case
In this section we define the Stark units that exist in the imaginary quadratic case of the rank one abelian Stark conjecture. These units will be used in later sections. Let L = Zω 1 + Zω 2 ⊂ C be a lattice in C with ordered basis so that τ = ω 1 /ω 2 is in the upper half plane. Define the sigma and delta functions of a complex number z and lattice L to be
Define the fundamental theta function by
We now define Robert's units associated to an integral ideal of an imaginary quadratic field ( [23] ). For the rest of this section we fix the following notation. Let F be any imaginary quadratic field, f a non-trivial integral ideal of F , F (f) the ray class field of F of conductor f, G f = Gal(F (f)/F ), f the least positive integer in f ∩ Z, and w f the number of roots of unity in F congruent to 1 mod f. For a fractional ideal a coprime to f, let σ a ∈ G f be the image of a under the Artin map. Let S be the infinite place of F and the places dividing f, and let v be the infinite place of F (f) induced by ι ∞ . Definition 2.6. Define for σ ∈ G f , the Robert unit associated to σ by
When Stark stated his conjectures, he recast this theorem using the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. (Lemma 9 on page 225 of [31] 
Let e be the number of roots of unity in K. Then E(σJ) e is a 12f w f power in K.
Let e be the number of roots of unity in K. Define the Stark unit of the extension K/F , denoted u K to be an element of K such that u
where E(J) = σ∈J E(σ). Such an element u K exists by the previous lemma and is unique up to multiplication by a root of unity in K. 
3 Background for definition of the p-adic L-function
Conventions for modular forms and modular symbols
In this section, we set some notation and conventions that will be fixed throughout for modular forms and modular symbols. We also state some relevant definitions for later reference. Fix a positive integer N such that p ∤ N and let Γ be either Γ 1 (N ) or Γ 1 (N ) ∩ Γ 0 (p). Our Hecke actions are defined via the double coset algebra of Γ in GL 2 (Q). Let T ℓ denote the Hecke operator at ℓ for ℓ ∤ N p. If Γ = Γ 1 (N ), let T p denote the Hecke operator at p, while if Γ = Γ 1 (N ) ∩ Γ 0 (p), let U p denote the Hecke operator at p. Let ι denote the operator for the double coset corresponding
denote the diamond operators. Define the Hecke algebra to be the algebra
If Σ is a subsemigroup of GL 2 (Q) containing the matrices needed to define H, then we also consider H as a subalgebra of the double coset algebra of Γ in Σ. For k ≥ 1, let S k (Γ, Q) denote the space of holomorphic weight k and level Γ cusp forms with algebraic q-expansions, and let S k (N, ε, Q) ⊂ S k (Γ 1 (N ), Q) be the space of holomorphic cuspforms of level N and nebentypus ε with algebraic q-expansions. Let
and similarly let
Let F be the set of holomorphic functions f on the upper half plane such that for all c ∈ P 1 (Q), lim z→c |f (z)| = 0, where to make sense of the limit, we view P 1 (Q) and the upper half place as a subsets of P 1 (C). For k ≥ 1, we define the following weight-k action of GL
The space S k (Γ, C), of holomorphic cusp forms of weight k and level Γ is the set of invariants of Γ with respect to this weight-k action. Let Σ + = GL
The action of Σ + on F induces an action of H on S k (Γ, C) which leaves the space S k (Γ, Q) invariant, defining an action of H on S k (Γ, Q). We extend this action to S k (Γ, C p ) by linearity.
For the rest of this article, we adopt the notation that Γ = Γ 1 (N ) and
Definition 3.1. A Hecke eigenform (or just eigenform) of level N and character ε is an element f ∈ S k (N, ε, C p ) which is an eigenvector for all the elements of H. A normalized eigenform is a Hecke eigenform f ∈ S k (N, ε, C p ) such that the leading term of the q-expansion of f is 1. If f is a normalized eigenform, then f ∈ S k (N, ε, Q) and so we may also view f as an element of S k (N, ε, C). If f ∈ S k (N, ε, Q) is a normalized eigenform that is new at level N , we call f a newform.
a n q n ∈ S k (N, ε, Q) be a newform. Then the Hecke polynomial of f at p is the polynomial x 2 − a p x + ε(p)p k−1 . Let α and β be the roots of this polynomial. Define the p-stabilizations of f to be
The p-stabilizations f α , f β are elements of S k (Γ 0 , Q), and are eigenvectors for the action of H. The T ℓ eigenvalues of f α (respectively f β ) are the same as for f when ℓ = p, and the U p -eigenvalue of f α (respectively f β ) is α (respectively β).
) with respect to the action of T p (respectively U p ) such that the characteristic polynomial of T p (respectively U p ) restricted to this subspace has roots which are p-adic units. We call the subspace
is a newform and k ≥ 2, then there is a unique p-ordinary p-stabilization of f , while if f ∈ S 1 (N, ε, C p ) is a weight one newform, then there are two (possibly equal) p-ordinary p-stabilizations of f .
We now introduce modular symbols. Let △ 0 = Div 0 (P 1 (Q)) be the set of degree zero divisors on P 1 (Q) and view △ 0 as a GL 2 (Q)-module via the action of linear fractional transformations. Let Γ ⊂ SL 2 (Z) be a congruence subgroup and let V be a right Γ module. We define a right action of Γ on Hom(△ 0 , V ) via the rule for ϕ ∈ Hom(△ 0 , V ), γ ∈ Γ, and D ∈ △ 0 :
(ϕ|γ)(D) = ϕ(γD)|γ. In the cases we consider, V has an action of a submonoid of GL 2 (Q) which defines an action of H on Symb Γ (V ) through a double coset algebra. When 2 acts invertible on V and ι acts on Symb Γ (V ), we get a decomposition of Symb Γ (V ) into the direct sum of the 1 and −1 eigenspaces of ι, denoted Symb
, then we write ϕ ± for the projection of ϕ onto Symb ± Γ (V ).
Overconvergent modular symbols
In this section we introduce overconvergent modular symbols following the notation and conventions of [1] and [21] .
Let W = Hom cont (Z × p , G m ) denote weight space as a Q p -rigid analytic space, and let R denote the ring of Q p -rigid analytic functions on W. Let ω ∈ W be the Teichmüller character. For m with 0 ≤ m ≤ p − 2, let W m ⊂ W denote the subset of W consisting of characters whose restriction to µ p−1 ⊂ Z × p is equal to ω m . We give an explicit description of certain admissible open subsets of the Q p -points of W m . For any κ ∈ W m (Q p ) and any r ≥ 1, let W (κ, 1/p r ) denote the closed disk of radius 1/p r in W m around κ. Then
and W (κ, 1/p r ) is an an admissible open subset of W m . The ring of Q p -rigid analytic functions on
and W (κ, 1/p r ) = Sp R ⊂ W. We remark that R is isomorphic to the Tate algebra |f (z)|.
is a Q p -Banach space with norm given by 
We give A † [r] the inductive limit topology and D † [r] the projective limit topology. For the remainder of this article, we write
. We remark that D is the continuous Q p -linear dual to A, and that A may be identified with the set of locally analytic functions on Z p and D the set of locally analytic distributions. Given µ ∈ D, via integration µ determines a Q p -rigid analytic function on W, which we call the p-adic Mellin transform of µ. We denote the map corresponding to the p-adic Mellin transform
For µ ∈ D and χ ∈ W(C p ), we use the integration symbol for µ evaluated at χ:
We now define overconvergent modular symbols. Let
For any integer k ∈ Z, we define a weight k action of Σ 0 (p) on A[r] for r < p as follows. For
This induces an action of Σ 0 (p) on D[r] on the right via Definition 3.6. Let ϕ ∈ Symb Γ 0 (D k ) be an overconvergent modular symbol of weight k. We define the p-adic L-function of ϕ by composing the following two maps: first evaluation at {0} − {∞}, and then the map L from before. The composition is called the Mellin transform of ϕ and denoted by Λ k :
By definition, Λ k is a Q p -linear map.
The p-adic L-function of an ordinary weight k ≥ 2 modular form
In this section, we review how to use classical and overconvergent modular symbols to define the p-adic L-function of a weight k + 2 ≥ 2 p-ordinary newform. Let R be a Q-algebra, and for k ∈ Z ≥0 , let V k (R) = Sym k (R 2 ) be the R-module of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in two variables X and Y with coefficients in R. Define an action of GL 2 (R)
Since R is a Q-algebra, the space of modular symbols,
obtains an action of GL 2 (Q), which determines a Hecke action of H. Let g ∈ S k+2 (Γ 0 , C). Define the standard modular symbol associated to g, denoted ψ g to be the function
It follows that ψ g ∈ Symb Γ 0 (V k (C)) and the map
Let f ∈ S ord k+2 (N, ε, C) be a p-ordinary newform, and let f α ∈ S ord k+2 (Γ 0 , C) be its p-ordinary p-stabilization. Shimura ( [24] ) showed that there exist complex periods Ω
, and that the Hecke eigenspaces in Symb
) with the same eigenvalues as f α are one-dimensional over Q.
The algebraicity result of Shimura allows one to view the modular symbol associated to f α p-adically in order to define the p-adic L-function of f α . Let ϕ
). Mazur-Tate and Teitelbaum ( [20] ) proved that the function µ ± fα defined by the rule
is a C p valued measure on Z × p . Given a finite order character ψ ∈ W(C p ), we then define the p-adic L-function of f α twisted by ψ to be the analytic function of s ∈ Z p given by the formula
We record here the interpolation property of L p (f α , ψ, s) for future reference.
Theorem 3.7. ( [20] ) Let f α be the ordinary p-stabilization of a p-ordinary newform of level N and
is a p-adic analytic function on Z p with the interpolation property that for all integers j with 0 < j < k + 2,
Here τ (ψ −1 ω 1−j ) is the Gauss sum associated to ψ −1 ω 1−j .
Remark 3.8. If f is a non-ordinary newform with Hecke polynomial
then one may define the p-adic L-function of either p-stabilization f α or f β of f in the same way as above but a little more care is needed because the distribution µ fα (or µ f β ) is not a measure.
For the critical p-stabilization f β when f is p-ordinary, even more care is needed. See [22] and [1] for more information about these cases.
When f is a weight one modular form there is no modular symbol associated to f and so the above constructions do not work. It is for this reason that we consider overconvergent modular symbols of arbitrary integer weight k ∈ Z. We now explain the connection between overconvergent modular symbols of weight k ∈ Z ≥0 and the modular symbols just considered.
Let k ∈ Z ≥0 and define the map
The integration in the definition of ρ k takes place coefficient by coefficient. The map ρ k is Σ 0 (p)-equivarient, so induces a Hecke equivariant map
where U p acts with eigenvalue that has p-adic valuation less than k + 1.
is an isomorphism of Hecke modules.
Remark 3.10. By theorem 3.9, there exists unique ϕ
, and we have the compatibility of p-adic L-function:
for all s ∈ Z p and finite order characters ψ ∈ W(C p ).
Families of overconvergent modular symbols
In this section we introduce families of overconvergent modular symbols, and construct the ordinary locus of the eigencurve over certain open subsets of weight space following [1] and [12] .
. We will construct the ordinary locus of the eigencurve over the open set W .
Let γ be a topological generator of 1 + pZ p . Let R be the ring of Q p -affinoid functions on W in the variable w induced by the choice γ. Given k ∈ Z ∩ W (Q p ) and F (w) ∈ R, define the evaluation at k map:
The evaluation maps induce maps
We define an action of Σ 0 (p) on A[r](R) that is compatible with the evaluation maps and the action defined in the previous section. Note that A[1] is the Tate algebra. Let z be the variable for
By lemma 2.6 of [12] ,
Let r be such that r < p
on simple tensors and extend this to an action on
and define an action of
where µ| 0 α is the weight 0 action on
The map induced by evaluation at k from D(R) to D k , will be called specialization to weight k and denoted by sp k :
The map sp k is Σ 0 (p)-equivariant and induces a Hecke equivariant specialization map which we denote by the same name
To end this section, we summarize some results of Bellaïche ([1]) about the relation between Symb Γ 0 (D(R)) and Symb Γ 0 (D k ) as Hecke modules.
(D(R))) be the subspace where U p acts with slope bounded by 0 in the
) generated by the image of H. We call Symb
The specialization map restricted to the ordinary subspaces sp k : Symb
is surjective.
k , which we use in the following definition. Definition 3.13. Let x : T ± k → C p be a Q p -algebra homomorphism. The homomorphism x corresponds to a system of H-eigenvalues appearing in Symb
denote the corresponding generalized eigenspace and let Symb
Through the specialization map, x induces a Q p -algebra homomorphism which we also denote by x:
be the rigid analytic localization of T ± W ⊗ Qp C p at the kernel of x • sp k , and let Symb
. Let R (k) be the rigid analytic localization of R ⊗ Qp C p at the kernel of ev k . We can then localize the specialization map sp k to get a map is a finite, flat R-module, the map κ ± is finite and flat. Given a point x ∈ C ± W (C p ), we define the weight of x to be κ ± (x) ∈ W (C p ). For any κ ∈ W (C p ) we may consider the evaluation at κ map
Define R (κ) to be the rigid analytic localization of R at the kernel of ev κ .
Theorem 3.14. 1. The generalized eigenspace Symb
is free of rank one over the algebra (T
, and the eigenspace Symb
3. There exists u ∈ R Cp such that ev κ (u) = 0 and κ is the only 0 of u on W and an element t ∈ T such that x(t) = 0 as well as an isomorphism
T Cp is free of rank one.
For any point
sends any generator of Symb
Proof. This theorem is a combination of results from section 4 of [1].
Remark 3.15. If k ∈ Z ≥0 , then the eigencurve isétale over weight space at any weight k-point. The point that we are interested in is when k = −1, which corresponds to weight one modular forms. At weight k = −1 points, the eigencurve may not beétale over weight space, and this is the case in which we will use the above proposition.
Two-variable p-adic L-functions
In this section we explain how to use theorem 3.14 to construct a two-variable p-adic L-function.
to be the composition of evaluation at {0} − {∞} and the map L from before. By construction, for all k ∈ Z ∩ W (Q p ) we have the commutative diagram
which shows that for Φ ∈ M , Λ(Φ) interpolates the functions Λ k (sp k (Φ)).
We now put ourselves in the situation of theorem 3.14, and we extend scalars to C p . A C p in the subscript means completed tensor product over Q p with
The module M is a rank one T Cp -module, so let Φ be a generator. Let Λ(Φ, ·, ·) : W × W −→ C p be the two-variable rigid analytic function that is the image of Φ in R ⊗R under Λ. By the commutative diagram (3), for all σ ∈ W and k ∈ Z,
. We now consider the non-étale case. In the non-étale case, if
We view N ⊗ T Cp ,y C p as a subset of Symb
Cp . By construction sp y is H-equivariant with respect to the action of H on the first component of N . Furthermore, if φ ∈ N and y ∈ V (C p ) is of weight k ∈ Z, then ([1] lemma 4.12) Λ T (Φ)(y, σ) = Λ k (sp y (Φ))(σ). We recall that we have an element t ∈ T Cp and u ∈ R Cp and an isomorphism
sending t to X. Now let φ be a generator of M as a T Cp module, and define
Proposition 3.16.
1. Let T Cp ⊗ R Cp T Cp act on N with the first factor acting on M and the second factor acting on T Cp . Then
We note that if y = x, then Symb
, while if y = x and the ramification index is e, Symb
is an e-dimensional vector space.
Proof. The first part of the proposition is lemma 4.13 of [1] and the second part is proposition 4.14 of [1].
Define the two-variable p-adic L-function to be
To compare this second construction with the first construction when the ramification index is 1, we note that
so the second construction reduces to the first one when e = 1.
Definition of p-adic L-functions and p-adic Stark Conjecture
We begin this section by introducing the objects we are working with and setting notation. Let F be a quadratic field of discriminant d F , and let χ : G F → Q × be a nontrivial ray class character of F that is of mixed signature if F is real quadratic. Let K be the fixed field of the kernel of χ and let f be the conductor of K/F . Assume that
be the induction of χ and let M be the fixed field of the kernel of ρ. Let f be the weight one modular form associated to ρ, so f has level N = N F/Q (f) · |d F | and character ε = det ρ. The q-expansion of f is
and we have that L(f, s) = L(χ, s). Let
be the Hecke polynomial of f at p. We note that when p splits in F , say pO F = pp, then α = χ(p) and β = χ(p), and if p is inert, then α = χ(pO F ) and β = − χ(pO F ). Let k be the field obtained by adjoining the values of χ along with α and β to Q. We make some assumptions that will be fixed throughout. First we assume that p ∤ N , which implies in particular that p does not ramify in M . We further assume that p ∤ [M : Q], and we assume that α = β. With these assumptions, let f α (z) = f (z) − βf (pz) be a fixed p-stabilization of f .
Definition of p-adic L-function
We use the constructions from the previous section to define our p-adic L-function. In order to do that, we start with the following result of Bellaïche and Dmitrov about the eigencurve at weight one points.
Theorem 4.1. ([2]) Let g be a classical weight one newform of level N , whose Hecke polynomial at p has distinct roots. Then the eigencurve is smooth at either p-stabilization of g. Moreover, the eigencurve is smooth but notétale over weight space if and only if the representation associated to g is obtained by induction from a mixed signature character of a real quadratic field in which p splits.
By our assumption that α = β the above theorem implies that the eigencurve is smooth at the point corresponding to f α . We may break our situation into four cases, the cases when F is either imaginary or real quadratic and when p is either inert or split in F . In the case when F is real quadratic and p is split the eigencurve is smooth but notétale at f α . In the other three cases the eigencurve isétale at f α . We adopt the notation from the previous section except that we base change everything to C p and we drop all the C p subscripts. Since we will conjecture the value at s = 0, we consider the minus subspace of modular symbols. Let T = T Cp , M ⊂ Symb
Cp , N , and R = R Cp be as in section 3.5 where the point of interest x is the point on the eigencurve corresponding to f α . Let φ be a generator of M as a T -module and let
Let V = Sp T , W = W Cp , W = Sp(R), and let Λ(Φ) = Λ T (Φ) to make all the notation uniform. We record the interpolation formulas for our two-variable rigid analytic function
For each classical point y ∈ V , let g y be the weight k ∈ Z ≥2 p-stabilized newform corresponding to y. Let Ω ∞,gy ∈ C × be the complex period used to define the p-adic L-function associated to g y as in section 3.3. Let ϕ gy ∈ Symb
be the unique (by Theorem 3.9) modular symbol specializing under ρ * k to ψ − gy /Ω ∞,gy ∈ Symb
Let Ω p,gy ∈ C × p be the p-adic period such that sp y (Φ)/Ω p,gy = ϕ gy . For each y, the period pair (Ω ∞,gy , Ω p,gy ) viewed as an element of C × × C × p /Q × , where Q × is embedded diagonally, does not depend on any choices.
Proposition 4.2. The two-variable rigid analytic function Λ(Φ) on V × W is determined by the following two interpolation properties.
First, for all y ∈ V and all even characters σ ∈ W, Λ(Φ, y, σ) = 0. Second, for all y ∈ V corresponding to a p-stabilized newform g y of weight k ∈ Z ≥2 , and all odd characters ψ · j−1 ∈ W(C p ) where ψ is a finite order character of conductor p m and
This equality takes place in Q. Here τ (ψω 1−j ) is the Gauss sum associated to ψω 1−j .
Proof. The first interpolation property follows from the fact that Φ is in the minus subspace for the action of ι. For the second interpolation property, with the way everything is set up, it follows from the fact that Λ(Φ, y, σ)
where L p (g y , ψ, s) is defined using that complex period Ω ∞,gy .
Remark 4.3. At this point, we would like to define the two-variable p-adic L-function associated to χ as
The p-adic L-function L p (χ, α, y, s) is determined by the above interpolation formula. The first variable is on the eigencurve varying through the p-adic family of modular forms passing through f α and second variable is the usual cyclotomic variable. To get the one variable p-adic L-function associated to χ we would plug the point x ∈ V that corresponds to f α . It is then natural to make a conjecture for the value L p (χ, α, x, 0) that is analogous to Conjectures 2.1 and 2.4, replacing the complex logarithm with the p-adic logarithm. The issue with making the conjecture this way is that the p-adic number L p (χ, α, x, 0) is not canonically defined because we made a choice for φ. The condition on the choice of φ is that φ is a generator of M as a T -module. If we choose a different generator of M as a T -module (changing φ by an element of T × ) that would change the value L p (χ, α, x, 0). Therefore as it stands now, we cannot precisely conjecture the value L p (χ, α, x, 0).
This issue of the value L p (χ, α, x, 0) not being canonically defined is a question for further research. One way to approach the problem is to ask whether or not there is a way to canonically choose the periods (Ω p,gy , Ω ∞,gy ) so that they determine a two-variable modular symbol φ which would in turn define the function L p (χ, α, x, s) canonically. It is possible to do this in the case when F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F (see section 5.6). In this case when F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F the two-variable p-adic L-function L p (χ, α, y, s) is not canonically defined (it depends on the choice of canonical periods), but the one-variable p-adic L-function L p (χ, α, x, s) is.
To get around these issues and make a precise conjecture we exploit the fact that in (7) the function Λ(Φ, y, σ) interpolates the values of the complex L-function of g y twisted by p-power conductor Dirichlet characters. Let ψ ∈ W(C p ) be a p-power order character. We could then define, generalizing (8), the p-adic L-function of χ twisted by ψ to be L p (χ, α, ψω, y, s) = Λ(Φ, y, ψ
and state a p-adic Stark conjecture for the value L p (χ, α, ψω, x, 0). The value L p (χ, α, ψω, x, 0) is outside the range of interpolation for the function Λ(Φ, y, σ), but if it was in the range of interpolation it would be related to L(f α , ψ, 0) at the point s = 0. We have the relation L(f, ψ, s) = L(χψ, s), and so a conjecture for the value L p (χ, α, ψω, x, 0) should have the same shape as the conjecture for the value L ′ (χψ, 0) with the complex logarithm replaced with the p-adic logarithm. Of course, the value L p (χ, α, ψω, x, 0) has the same issue of not being canonically defined as L p (χ, α, x, 0), but since we have the flexibility of using finite order characters ψ ∈ W(C p ) we can make a function that is canonically defined. Fix two p-power order characters η, ψ ∈ W(C p ) and define the function
Then L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, y, s) does not depend on the choice of φ because the indeterminacy of the periods in the interpolation formula (7) cancel out. The value L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, x, 0) is then canonically defined independent of any choices, and we conjecture this values.
Definition 4.4. Let η, ψ ∈ W(C p ) be two p-power order characters. Define the two-variable p-adic L-function of χ with the auxiliary characters η and ψ as
The function L p (χ, α, η, ψ, y, s) does not depend on the choice of Φ. Define the p-adic L-function of χ with the auxiliary characters η and ψ as L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, s) = L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, x, s).
Remark 4.5. We may give the definition of L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, s) without making reference to the twovariable p-adic L-function. The two-variable p-adic L-function is introduced for two reasons. The first is that it satisfies an interpolation property, while the one-variable function L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, s) does not. The second is that we will use the two-variable p-adic L-function to prove our conjectures when F is imaginary quadratic and p is split in F . To define L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, s) without referencing the two-variable p-adic L-function, we consider the space, Symb 1 ) o , of weight negative one overconvergent modular symbols. Since the eigencurve is smooth at the point x corresponding to f α the eigenspace Symb
with the same eigenvalues as f α is one-dimensional. If ϕ ± fα is a generator of this eigenspace, then L p (χ, α, ηω, ψω, s) may be defined as
. Since Λ(Φ − , x, σ) = Λ −1 (sp x (Φ − ), σ) and 0 = sp x (Φ − ), this definition is the same as the first definition.
p-adic Conjecture
For each n ∈ Z ≥0 , let Q n be the nth layer of the cyclotomic Z p extension of Q, so
Let Γ n = Gal(Q n /Q). Let M n be the compositum of M and Q n . Let ∆ = Gal(M/Q), and for n ≥ 0 let ∆ n = Gal(M n /Q). By our assumption that p does not ramify in M and
is not the Hilbert class field of F when F is imaginary quadratic. If F is imaginary quadratic and M 0 is the Hilbert class field of F , let
Let k n be the field obtained by adjoining the p n+1 st roots of unity to k. For a character η of Γ n , let (ρη) * be the representation Ind
The following is how α is incorporated into our conjectures. It is an idea of Greenberg and Vatsal ( [15] ), and is a key aspect to the conjecture. Let D p ⊂ ∆ be the decomposition group at p determined by ι p and let δ p be the geometric Frobenius. For a k[D p ]-module A, let A δp=α be the subspace where δ p acts with eigenvalue α. Via the isomorphism ∆ n = ∆ × Γ n , we view D p as a subgroup of ∆ n for any n. Then the ∆ n -modules U n are also D p -modules.
Let log p :
Conjecture 4.6. Let ψ, η ∈ W(C p ) be of orders p n and p m respectively with m, n ≥ 1. Then there exists units
Remark 4.7.
1. This conjecture should be compared with Conjecture 2.4. We are relating the p-adic L-value L p (χ, α, ψω, ηω, 0) to the spaces (k n ⊗ U n ) (ψρ) * ,δp=α and (k m ⊗ U m ) (ηρ) * ,δp=α via the p-adic logarithm. The spaces (k n ⊗ U n ) (ψρ) * ,δp=α and (k m ⊗ U m ) (ηρ) * ,δp=α have k nand k m -dimension one respectively. Let K n be the fixed field of the kernel of χψ. At the outset of this project, it was expected that the unit u * χη,α would be the projection of the unit u Kn from definition 2.3 to the space (k n ⊗ U n ) (ψρ) * ,δp=α ([13] ). This is the case when F is imaginary and p is split in F (see section 5), while the numerical evidence suggests that this is not the case when F is imaginary quadratic and p is inert in F (see sections 6.2, 6.3). We do think that this is the case when F is real quadratic as we verify in the example in section 6.1, but we do not have enough evidence to conjecture it. 2. It is also possible to state a conjecture for p-adic value at s = 1 (see [13] ), and there should be a functional equation relating the two conjectures. 3. In ( [15] ), Greenberg and Vatsal define a Selmer group associated to the representation ρ and prove that the characteristic ideal of the Selmer satisfies an interpolation property that is similar to the statement of our conjecture. Proving a main conjecture relating the characteristic ideal of the Selmer group associated to ρ to the analytic p-adic L-functions defined here would allow one to prove this conjecture using Greenberg and Vatsal's result.
5 Proof of the conjecture when F is imaginary quadratic and p splits in F
Katz's p-adic L-function
In this section we state relevant facts that are needed about Katz's two variable p-adic L-function. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d F , and assume p splits in F . Let p factor as pO F = pp, where p is the prime induced by the embedding ι p . Let O p = {x ∈ C p : |x| ≤ 1} be the closed unit ball in C p . Let f be an integral ideal of F such that (f, p) = 1. Let f factor as
The domain of Katz's p-adic L-function is the set of all p-adic Hecke characters of modulus f, so we begin by giving our conventions for Hecke characters. Define the subgroups
Let σ 1 , σ 2 be the two embeddings of F into Q. Order σ 1 , σ 2 so that σ 1 is how we view F as a subset of Q.
Definition 5.1. 1. Let (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Z 2 . An algebraic Hecke character of F of infinity type (a, b) and modulus f is a group homomorphism
such that the image of χ is contained in a finite extension of Q, U f ⊂ ker(χ), and for all x ∈ F × , χ(x) = σ 1 (x) a 1 σ 2 (x) a 2 . The smallest f with respect to divisibility such that U f ⊂ ker(χ) is called the conductor of χ.
If χ is an algebraic Hecke character of modulus f and a an ideal of F such that (a, f) = 1 and that factors as a = (p,a)=1 p ap , then we define χ(a) as
where π p denotes a uniformizer of F p . 2. A p-adic Hecke character of F is a continuous group homomorphism
. By continuity, there exists an integral ideal f ′ of F such that (f ′ , p) = 1 and U f ′ ,p ⊂ ker(χ). Any f ′ for which this is true is called a modulus of χ and we say that χ is a p-adic Hecke character of modulus f ′ . 3. A complex Hecke character of F is a continuous group homomorphism
By continuity, there exists an integral ideal f ′ of F such that U f ′ ,∞ ⊂ ker(χ). Any f ′ for which this is true is called a modulus of χ and we say χ is a complex Hecke character of modulus f ′ . If χ is an algebraic, p-adic, or complex Hecke character and v is a place of F , then we let χ v denote χ restricted to
In the literature, these notions of Hecke characters go by various names and definitions. We introduce and use the definitions given to avoid confusion.
We will also need the following alternative definition of an algebraic Hecke character in terms of ideals. Let f be an ideal of O F and let α ∈ F × be an element such that ((α), m) = 1 and say that f factors as f
Let I(f) denote the group of fractional ideals of F that are coprime with f. Let
The second definition of an algebraic Hecke character is, an algebraic Hecke character of F of modulus f and infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Z 2 is a group homomorphism χ : I(f) → Q × such that the image of χ is contained in a finite extension of Q, and for all a ∈ P 1 (f) such that a = (α) with
Given an algebraic Hecke character, χ, of modulus f and infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ), using the second definition, we get an algebraic Hecke character of the same modulus and infinity type, χ A using the first definition by defining χ A to be the unique group homomorphism χ A :
This gives a one-to-one correspondence between algebraic Hecke characters of modulus f and infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ) using the first and second definitions.
Given an algebraic Hecke character, χ, of F of infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ) and modulus f we obtain p-adic and complex Hecke characters χ p and χ ∞ which are defined as follows. Define
. At places above p we define χ p to be the group homomorphism
Since the image of
. At the place above ∞ we define χ ∞ to be the group homomorphism
Given an algebraic Hecke character χ when we consider χ p or χ ∞ , we will drop the subscripts p and ∞. It will be clear from context when we are considering χ as a p-adic of complex Hecke character. Furthermore, given a p-adic (or complex) Hecke character ψ we may abuse of language and say that ψ is an algebraic Hecke character of infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ) if there exists an algebraic Hecke character χ of infinity type (a 1 , a 2 ) such that ψ = χ p (or ψ = χ ∞ ).
Let ψ be an algebraic Hecke character of F of infinity type (a, b) and conductor f ′ p ap p a p where
Define the p-adic local root number associated to ψ to be the complex number
where ψ p denotes ψ restricted to F × p and π p is a uniformizer for F p . Since F p = Q p we could take
. In [4] , Buzzard explains how to view Hom cont (G(fp ∞ ), C × p ) as the C p -points of a rigid-analytic variety. When we say rigid analytic function in the following theorem it is this rigid analytic structure that we are referring to.
Let S be the set of places containing the infinite places of F and the places of F dividing f.
p such that for all algebraic Hecke character ψ of F of conductor f ′ p ap p a p where f ′ divides f and infinity type (a, b) with a < 0 and
Remark 5.4. 1. Katz originally proved this theorem in [18] for imaginary quadratic fields and then a similar theorem in [19] for CM fields. The above statement is taken from [9] with the correction from [3] and with a slight modifications in order to state everything adelically. 2. The interpolation property (11) uniquely determines Katz's p-adic L-function.
We now state Katz's p-adic Kronecker's second limit theorem. Let ζ n = ι −1 ∞ (e 2πi/n ) ∈ Q for n ∈ Z ≥1 be a collection of primitive nth roots of unity in Q.
Theorem 5.5. ( [18] , [9] ) Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character of conductor f and trivial infinity type and let ψ be a Dirichlet character of conductor p n . Let K be the fixed field of the kernel of χψ
when χψ is viewed as a Galois character via the Artin isomorphism G(fp
, and e be the number of roots of unity in K. Then
Remark 5.6. A version of this was proved in Katz's original paper. The formulas for this theorem are taken from [9] with a minor correction so the 1 − χψ(p) factor is correct (see [16] ).
Definition of the period pair
In this section, we explain how to define the period pair (Ω ∞ , Ω p ). The pair (Ω ∞ , Ω p ) viewed as an element of C × × C × p /Q × where Q × is embedded diagonally is a canonical element associated to F .
Let K be a finite extension of F that contains the Hilbert class field of F . Let P be the prime of K determined by ι p . Let E be an elliptic curve with CM by O F defined over K and with good reduction at P. Let ω ∈ Ω 1 (E/K) be an invariant differential of E defined over K. Attached to the pair (E, ω), we let x and y be coordinates on E such that
is an embedding defined over K, which embeds E as the zero set of y 2 = 4x 3 − g 2 x + g 3 and such that ι * ( dx y ) = ω. Let E ω denote the image of E under ι. Let E ω (C) ⊂ P 2 (C) denote the complex manifold which consists of the complex points of E ω . Let γ ∈ H 1 (E ω (C), Q) and define the complex period
be the period lattice of E ω . We have the complex uniformization Φ :
, 1) where P is the Weierstrass function. We consider the element
where the second map is the projection corresponding to
The coordinates x and y on E ω determine a formal group of E over
Since p splits in F and p is the prime of F determined by ι p , T p E ω = T p E ω . Let ξ now denote the corresponding elemet of V p E ω . Since V p E is a rank one Q p -module, ξ is a basis element.
It is a result of Tate ([33] ) that the map
is a bijection. We note that
and let ϕ ∈ Hom O Cp ( E, G m ) ⊗ Q p be the element corresponding to ϕ p . Define Ω p by the rule
This defines a pair (Ω ∞ , Ω p ) ∈ C × × C × p . The definition depends on the choice of E, ω, and γ, but is canonically defined as an element of C × × C × p /Q × . That is, if we make different choices for E, ω, or γ, then Ω ∞ and Ω p are both scaled by the same element of Q × (see [13] for further explanation of the dependence).
The CM Hida family
For the remainder of section 5, fix a nontrivial ray class character χ of conductor f such that (f, p) = 1, and let f = a⊂O F χ(a)q N a be the weight one modular form associated to χ. Let f α be a p-stabilization of f , so α is either χ(p) of χ(p). Recall that the character of f is ε : (Z/N Z) × → Q determined by the rule ε(ℓ) = χ(ℓO F ) for primes ℓ ∤ N p. The goal of this section is to explicitly describe the rigid analytic functions T ℓ for ℓ ∤ N p and U p on a neighborhood of the point corresponding to f α on the eigencurve.
For k ∈ Z, let ν k ∈ W(Q p ) denote the character t → t k−2 . By theorem 4.1), the eigencurve iś etale at the point corresponding to f α . Let w = ν 1 ∈ W(Q p ) and let W = W (w, 1/p r ) = Sp R be a neighborhood of w such that the weight map C Then V Cp → W Cp isétale, and we take W to be as in Proposition 3.14. Then the weight map on the level of rings R Cp → T Cp is an isomorphism, and we use this map to identify T Cp with R Cp .
Fix a choice of topological generator γ of 1 + pZ p , so
] that converge on the closed around 0 disk of radius 1/p r in C p . By the Weierstrass preparation theorem, any F (z) ∈ R is determined by its values
at the integers k ∈ Z such that ν k ∈ W . For an integer k, ν k is in W = W (w, 1/p r ) if and only if k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 (p − 1). Since V isétale over weight space, the Hecke operators T ℓ for ℓ ∤ N p U p , and [a] for a ∈ (Z/N Z) × as rigid analytic functions in R Cp are deterined by the following two properties:
1. At the weight w, We exhibit explicit elements of R Cp with the above two properties as T ℓ for ℓ ∤ N p and U p .
In the interest of clarity of composition and space, we assume for the rest of section 5 that α = χ(p). The case α = χ(p) is similar (see [13] for more details).
To begin we define an algebraic Hecke character of F . Since p ≥ 3, the only root of unity (and so the only unit of F ) congruent to 1 mod p in F is 1. Therefore we may identify the group P 1 (p) with a subgroup of F × :
Therefore G q (z) converges for |z| ≤ 1 p n , which is independent of q. Recall that log γ (z) := log p (z) log p (γ) , and define
By construction, if |z| ≤ 1 p n+1 then F q (z) converges. This implies that F q (z) ∈ R Cp . The function F q (z) is the unique element of R Cp with the property that for all k ∈ Z such that ν k ∈ W , ev ν k (F q (z)) = (λ(q)) k−1 . Furthermore, since k ∈ Z is such that ν k ∈ W if and only if k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 (p − 1) and r > n, F q (z) does not depend on the choice of extension λ of λ 0 since p n divides k − 1 so the exponent k − 1 will kill any character of
Now let a ⊂ O F be a nontrivial ideal of O F such that (a, p) = 1, and define
Further, define A 1 (z) = 1 and for n ≥ 2 define
Define the formal q-expansion
This formal q-expansion is the CM Hida family specializing to f α in weight one.
is the q-expansion of a weight-k cusp form of level Γ 0 and character ε that is new at level N .
Proof. By definition of A n (z) we have that
is the q-expansion of a weight-k cusp form of level Γ 0 which is new at level N and has character defined by
for ℓ ∈ (Z/N Z) × a prime not equal to p. A simple calculation shows that this is the character ε.
By the proposition, the functions A ℓ (z) ∈ R Cp for ℓ ∤ N p and A p (z) ∈ R Cp satisfy the two properties that uniquely determine T ℓ , U p ∈ R Cp . Hence T ℓ = A ℓ for ℓ ∤ N p and U p = A p .
Two-variable p-adic L-function of the CM family
Keeping the notation of the previous section, let Φ be a generator for the rank one T Cp -module 
For all k ∈ Z ≥2 , k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 , let (Ω ∞,k , Ω p,k ) be the periods for ν k ∈ W that appear in the interpolation formula for Λ(Φ, ·, ·). Then L p (χηω, α, t, s) is determined by the following interpolation property: for all k ∈ Z ≥2 , k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 , and
and L(χλ k−1 ηω, s) is the complex Hecke L-function associated to χλ k−1 ηω.
Two-variable specialization of L p,Katz
In this section we define a two-variable specialization of Katz's p-adic L-function that we compare to the two-variable p-adic L-function defined in the previous section.
Observe that the complex L-value appearing the interpolation formula in the previous section is
By our choice of λ, the algebraic Hecke character χλ k−1 ηωN −j has infinity type (k − 1 − j, −j), which is not in the range of interpolation of Katz's p-adic L-function. From here on, let c denote complex conjugation, so c is an automorphism of C. Via our embedding ι ∞ , c acts on ideals of F , and there is the relation of complex L-functions
that changes the infinity type. Therefore, χλ k−1 ηωN −j • c has infinity type (−j, k − 1 − j), which is in the range of interpolation of Katz's p-adic L-function. Let κ 1 = λ • c viewed as an algebraic Hecke character. By our choice of λ, κ 1 has infinity type (0, 1) and conductor p. Further when we view κ 1 as a p-adic Hecke character, since λ takes values in U = {u ∈ C × p : |1 − u| < 1} ⊂ C × p we may consider the p-adic Hecke character κ
Let κ 2 be the algebraic Hecke character κ 2 = ω −1 N where N is the norm character
Viewing κ 2 as a p-adic Hecke character, κ 2 has image 1 + pZ p in C × p . It therefore makes sense to consider κ s 2 notation of section 4.1, m is the conductor of M/F . The ideal m is divisible by all the primes that divide f and f. Let (Ω ∞ , Ω p ) be the period pair used to define L p,Katz .
Define
where E p (α, ηω, k, j) is defined as in the previous section.
Proof. That L p,Katz (χη, α, s 1 , s 2 ) is determined by the interpolation property follows from the continuity of L p,Katz (χη, α, s 1 , s 2 ) and that the set of k's and j's is dense in U × Z p . Let k ∈ Z ≥2 , k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 and j ∈ Z, 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, j ≡ 1 mod p − 1. By our definitions
so χηκ
Since λ has modulus p, 1 − χηωλ k−1 N −j (p) = 1. We also have that (ηω) −1 (p) = (ηω) −1 (p), N j (p) = p j , and a calculation shows that,
Therefore the formula becomes
Choice of periods and comparison
Let S Cp be the fraction field of T Cp = R Cp .
Proposition 5.9. There exists Ψ ∈ Symb
is calculated with the p-adic and complex periods
where (Ω p , Ω ∞ ) is the period pair used to define Katz's p-adic L-function. We note that the domain of L p (χηω, α, t, s) is as in the previous section.
Proof. Let L p (χηω, α, t, s) = Λ(Φ, ω −1 · t−2 , (ηω) −1 · s−1 ) be as in section 5.4. We determine a meromorphic function P (t) on U such that P (t)L p (χηω, α, t, s) has interpolation formula with the periods
be the p-adic meromorphic function defined by the ratio
s) .
Then P (t, s) has the interpolation property:
for k's and j's as in the previous section. When defining the periods for L p (χηω, α, t, s), we choose Φ which we've done, and we choose the Ω ∞,k . These choices determine the Ω p,k . The condition on the choice of Ω ∞,k is that the complex values in the interpolation formula L p (F k , ·, ·) are algebraic. These values are for all odd finite order characters ψ ∈ W(C p ), k ∈ Z ≥2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1,
and m is the power of p in the conductor of ψ.
It is clear then that we may define
since by the interpolation property of Katz's p-adic L-function, the values
If we consider P (t, s) with this choice of complex periods, then P (t, s) satisfies the interpolation formula for
Now we separate variables for the function P (t, s). Since p splits in F ,
, and let P (t) = P (t, s)/Q(s). The function P (t) is a p-adic meromorphic function on U satisfying the relation that for all k ∈ Z ≥2 , k ≡ 1 mod p r−1 , P (k)Ω p,k = Ω k−1 p . Since P (t) is a p-adic meromorphic function on U , there exists an element P ∈ S Cp such that for all t ∈ U , P (γ t−2 − γ −1 ) = P (t).
If we define Ψ = P Φ − and redefine the function
then L p (χηω, α, t, s) satisfies the interpolation property that for all k, j as above,
Remark 5.10. If P (t) in the proof of the previous proposition does not have any zeros or poles, then Ψ is a generator for the free rank one
T Cp and so Ψ would be a valid choice to define the p-adic L-function as in section 3.5.
We record the precise comparison of the p-adic L-function defined in the previous two sections that appeared in the proof of the previous proposition.
Corollary 5.11 . Let L p,Katz (χη, α, t, s) and L p (χηω, α, t, s) be defined as in the previous two sections, so
where Φ is a generator of Symb
Remark 5.12. We remark that P (η, t, s) a priori depends on η and α, but as is clear from the interpolation formula does not actually depend on η or α. The reason for putting η in the notation will become clear in the next section.
Proof of the conjecture in this case
In this section we prove Conjecture 4.6 for χ. We adopt the notation of section 4. For each r ≥ 1 let u r = u Mr be the Stark unit for M r /F from Definition 2.10. For ϕ ∈ W(C p ) a character of order p r , the unit u * χϕ,α is obtained from u r by first mapping u r to the (ρϕ) * -isotypic component of k r ⊗ U r and then projecting to the subspace where δ p acts with eigenvalue α. Let π * ρϕ be the map
The idea to project to the subspace where δ p acts with eigenvalue α is of Greenberg and Vatsal ([15] ) and we adopt their notation. Let | · | α denote the map
Then |π * ρϕ (u r )| α ∈ (k r ⊗ U r ) (ρϕ) * ,δp=α and so the following theorem implies conjecture 4.6. Proof. To begin, we simplify the expression |π * ρη (u m )| α . Since (ρη) * = Ind ∆m Hm (χη) −1 , for all σ ∈ ∆ m − H m , T r((ρη) * (σ)) = 0. Since c ∈ ∆ m − H m , for all σ ∈ H m , T r((ρη) * (σ)) = χη(σ) + χη(cσc). Let χ c denote the character χ c (σ) = χ(cσc) and note that since Q n is totally real, η(cσc) = η(σ) for all σ. Therefore, We now use theorem 5.5. By the above simplifications of |π * ρη (u m )| α and |π * ρψ (u n )| α ,
To finish, we just note that since α = χ(p), β = χ(p), so (χη) −1 (p) = η −1 (p)/α and (χψ) −1 (p) = ψ −1 (p)/α, as well as χη(p) = βη(p) and χψ(p) = βψ(p).
Numerical Evidence
The programming for the examples consisted of three basic parts: computing the minimal polynomials of the Stark units, viewing the Stark units p-adically to take their p-adic logarithm, and computing the p-adic L-values. The code used for the examples can be found at https://github.com/Joe-Ferrara/p-adi We briefly explain the basis of the code.
In the case where F is real quadratic, the minimal polynomial of the Stark units were computed in SAGE combining the strategies of Stark in [30] and Dummit, Sands, and Tangedal in [11] . In the cases where F in imaginary quadratic, the minimal polynomials of the Stark units were computed in pari/gp using the formulas from section 2.1. To view the Stark units p-adically and take the p-adic logarithm we wrote a class in SAGE to represent the extension of Q p the Stark units are in and to take their p-adic logarithm. To compute the p-adic L-values, we used code written in SAGE by Rob Harron and Rob Pollack to compute overconvergent modular symbols (their code is based off the algorithms described in [21] ). We computed the weight negative one overconvergent modular symbol associated to f α to get the p-adic L-values as described in remark 4.5.
An important reason for these examples is that we expected the units appearing in conjecture 4.6 to be related to the Stark units in definition 2.3 in the way that they are related in section 5.7, when F in imaginary quadratic and p is split in F (see [13] for what we expected). As the examples show this may be the case when F is real quadratic. When F is imaginary quadratic and p is inert in F , we can verify the conjecture, but it is not clear how or if the units in conjecture 4.6 are related to the Stark units in 2.10. In the case when F is imaginary quadratic and p is inert in F , the expected formulas conjectured in [13] are not correct.
We adopt all the notation of section 4. All three examples follow are of the following form which we describe before specifying the exact examples. Let ψ ∈ W(C p ) be the character ψ : (Z/p 2 Z) × → Q × that sends a generator of (Z/p 2 Z) × to ζ p . For α = ±1 in the first example and α = −1 in the second two examples, we verify the conjecture for L p (χ, α, ψ i ω, ψ j ω, 0) when 1 ≤ i < j ≤ p − 1. Let K 1 be the compositum of K and Q 1 . We computed the minimal polynomial of the Stark unit for K 1 over F . Let u 1 be a root of the minimal polynomial, so u 1 is a Stark unit for K 1 over F .
In all three examples, the Hecke polynomial of f at p is x 2 − 1, so α = ±1 and the geometric Frobenius, δ p has order two. For a ∆ p -module A and a ∈ A, let 
The p-adic numbers L p (χ, α, ψ i ω, ψ j ω, 0) and log p (u * χψ i ,α ) log p (u * χψ j ,α )
were computed with precision of 60 p-adic digits. Both values lie in the p-adic field Q p (ζ p 2 ) which has ramification index p(p − 1) over Q p and was represented in the computer with respect to the uniformizer π = ζ p 2 − 1. 60 p-adic digits in Q p (ζ p 2 ) is 60 * p(p − 1), π-adic digits. To verify the conjecture, we calculated the π-adic valuation of the difference
A number in our computer representation of Q p (ζ p 2 ) is 0 if it has π-adic valuation 60 * p(p − 1). Our data shows that in the cases that we computed, the value of (13) is extremely close to 0. The difference in the examples between (13) and 0 is most likely from rounding error.
6.1 F = Q( √ 17), K = Q( 4 + √ 17), p = 5
In this example, conjecture 4.6 is true because ρ is also the induction of a ray class character χ ′ of F ′ = Q(i) where p = 5 splits (and conjecture 4.6 only depends on ρ). To see this, define χ ′ so that the fixed field of the kernel of χ ′ is K ′ = Q( √ 8 + 2i). Then since the fixed field of the kernel of ρ is M = K( 4 − √ 17) and we have the relation 4 + √ 17 + 4 − √ 17 = √ 8 + 2i, a simple calculation shows that Ind χ = ρ = Ind χ ′ . For a further analysis of this situation where there is a ray class character of a real quadratic field and of an imaginary quadratic field where p splits, and such that the induction of the two ray class characters is the same, see chapter 5 of [13] .
We include this example because the units appearing are the Stark units from 2.3 associated to the real quadratic field F = Q( √ 17).
The character ψ is defined by ψ(2) = ζ 5 . Let a = 1 + √ 17 2
. Then the minimal polynomial of the Stark unit for K 1 /F is The data for this example is in the following table.
α (i,j) π-adic valuation of (13) The character ψ is defined by ψ(2) = ζ 5 . The minimal polynomial of the Stark unit for K 1 /F is
